LID Policies and Implementation
Existing Policies and Procedures

- City Code – quantity and quality
- Engineering design standards
Proposed Policies

- Promote LID
- Continue providing incentives for low-water-use landscaping
- Encourage LID techniques in public and private new development and redevelopment
Challenges

- Private property
- Inter-disciplinary
- Limited availability of standard details
- Budget – Construction vs O&M
Glendale’s Experience – LID in Action
Park and Ride -
99th Ave and Glendale Ave
North Glendale Park and Ride
Rain Garden at Glendale’s Main Library
Think about where the water is coming from...

Rocks dissipate the energy from roof runoff, but could the water be directed to support more vegetation?
... And where the water is going

Why not direct rainwater to the tree instead of the parking lot?